
Students should attend all classes every day and

complete all assignments. Classes begin at 8 am.

Hello Lowe's Grove, 

We are mid-way through the second quarter and

the excitement of the upcoming Thanksgiving Break is

near, I know that everyone is anxiously awaiting the arrival

of November 24th. It is a good time to reflect on the things

we are "Thankful" for this year. Let us make an effort to tell

other's how much we appreciate them in the next few day.

 

Here are some highlights for academic improvement

for our scholar's at Lowe's Grove Middle School:
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Tyvien McLean



2. If help is needed -sign up for Teacher Office Hours from 2:30-3:00. The teacher is  ready to     

     support all their students.

3. Be an active listener and participant in all of the classes every day

4. Failure is not an option for LGMS students. Please reach out for assistance from

     teachers!

5. Students always are accountable for learning. Students are smart and can reach all

     of their GOALS!

I am looking forward to having more students celebrated at the end of QTR 2. Let us make it 

happen!
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Student of the Week 

Jaylen has modeled the characteristics of an

exemplary student. He attends class consistently,

engages in class discussions, and completes his

assignments with attention to detail and perseverance.

Jaylen is a hard-working, super conscientious student

who takes his academic success very seriously. He

does not hesitate to ask questions and demonstrates

maturity when advocating for himself and his

learning. I would say he has shown incredible

resilience and significant dedication to his education

despite the challenges faced in the remote learning

environment.  I know we can’t share kids’ grade

publicly, but he is achieving at levels way beyond his

peers and beyond what I’ve typically seen, even when

in-person.Keep it up, Jaylen!
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Jaylen Long



Q. Do you think it’s easier to get to know your students via chat since some don’t like to talk out

     loud or is it harder because of internet issues?

A. It is very hard to get to know the students via chat. I am a very hands-on teacher, and I build c

     lose teaching relationships with them. So it has been very hard for me not to meet them in      

     person. A lot of students seem to be very shy and they are not comfortable being on the 

     computer, so that makes it difficult.

Teacher Spotlight 

Q. What fun facts about you will we be surprised to 

      find out? 

A. I just finished my second Master’s Degree and I 

     will be working on my Doctorate next year. Also, 

     I used to play college basketball.

Teacher Spotlight 

Q. What do you do in your free time? What are 

      your hobbies?

A. In my free time, I usually travel with my kids to 

     tournaments and sporting events. Some of my 

     hobbies include playing basketball, football and 

     surprisingly I love to cook.

Q. If you had to choose one item to have for the rest of your life and only that item what would 

     it be?

A. If it is an “item” it will probably be my phone. Lol. I check all of my emails, play games, keep

    up with current events and it has a pretty cool GPS. I get lost everywhere, I go.

Q. If you could be trapped in a room with 2 people of your choice who would they be?

A. A family member, a close friend, or somebody you admire? If I were to be trapped in a room

     with two people, it would probably be my two kids; Kaylin and Camden.
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Q. Because of COVID-19 we can’t meet up with many people, but if we were allowed to meet up 

     with other people, who would you meet with first?

A. I would probably meet with my grandmother andmy other friends and family in Arizona. I 

     have not been able to see them since the entire pandemic and I will not be able to see them for 

     the holidays.

Mrs. Earsley 

Featuring
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Math Minute

Vasu: Do you think students learning math will have

difficulty trying to get back into the flow of things

when we return to physical school?

Mr. Moore: I truly believe the students that are

actively engaged in virtual learning that were showing

up every day, completing their lessons, and

participating in the class discussion would have no

issues getting back in the flow of things. If or when we

return to the school building the social and emotional

well-being of some of our students that are having a

hard time with the virtual classroom hopefully, they

will benefit from being surrounded by their friends

and teachers.

Vasu: What is the hardest thing you had to overcome during Corona while teaching?

Mr. Moore: One of the challenges that I had to think through was how I was going to

deliver Math instruction in a virtual classroom environment and think of creative ways to

keep my students engaged. Teaching my students how to submit their assignments in

Canvas was challenging. I needed to think through how to make it simpler for students to

turn in their lessons. Also, as a teacher not physically interacting with students is also a

challenge. It can be difficult at times to gage my students' level of understanding about a

particular concept if they do not ask clarifying questions.
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Vasu: What are your best efforts to engage learning for students through virtual learning?

Mr. Moore: I like to change my day to day lesson activities in the virtual classroom and do

mental health check-ins with my students. I try to keep my lessons concise, to the point,

and give my students enough time to work on their own.

Vasu: Do you think because of corona and technology difficulties our grades will be a

flawed representation of what they actually are?

With Vasu Prasad and Mr. Moore
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Mr. Moore: I understand that there have been technology issues with wifi and not having a

strong internet connection. I do think all students have access to a computer and

communicating with their teacher about these issues is important, so I believe that student

grades should reflect their academic achievement. I compare each student’s performance

against pre-set standards based on the North Carolina Standard Course of Study. At the

beginning of the school year, students and their parents were provided a clear explanation

of the grading practices including the weight classwork, homework, projects, and test. I

would think if a student puts in the work of studying and completed all of their assignments

that their grades would not represent a flawed representation.

Vasu: What are your plans for math if we go to physical learning instead of virtual?

Mr. Moore: I would like to continue to use and build on some of the tools and technologies

that I’m currently using in the virtual classroom. I will continue to use Canvas, I believe

Canvas is a great management system that can deliver instructions to my students. I would

also continue to use learning base programs like iReady.

National American Indian Heritage Month

celebrates and recognizes the accomplishments

of the peoples who were the original inhabitants,

explorers and settlers of the United States. In

1990 President George H. W. Bush approved a

joint resolution designating November 1990

“National American Indian Heritage Month.”

Similar proclamations, under variants on the

name (including “Native American Heritage

Month” and “National American Indian and

Alaska Native Heritage Month”) have been

issued each year since 1994.
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This summer our Lowe’s Grove family loss one of our students in a tragic incident. Tyvien

would’ve been one of my 7th grade babies. The principal & 7th grade team really wanted to honor

Tyvien in a special way so we created a new LG award in his honor, “The Tyvien McLean Student

on the Move Award”. This award will be presented to a 7th grade student who is personable,

demonstrates creativity, & displays a passion for academics. This morning the 7th grade team

presented Tyvien’s mom with a plaque consisting of the award proclamation written by our

amazing 7th grade school counselor Terry Hamer! Truly a beautiful moment the 7th grade team &

Tyvien’s family will forever remember! #VikingPride  #ProudAP Durham Public Schools
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